Abstract.
INTRODUCTION
It is shows in [71 that, the category 1of all finite-dimensional fuzzy spaces associated with finite-dimensional Chu spaces is an equivalent system. Unfortunately, 1 is not closed under the cross product, therefore 1 is not a complete system. In this paper we introduce a method to expand the category 1 into a complete system, that is, we construct a "dual" n-set category 1* containing 1 as a subcategory, where 1* is a complete system.
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL *-FUZZY SPACES AND THE *-FUZZY FUNCTOR
By n-set we mean a cartesian product X = 11;~1Xi. Let S denote the n-set category, when the category S * is defined as follows:
1. Objects of S* are morphisms in S. 
It is easy to check that with the above definition S * is a category.
For a given set X = 11;'=1Xi, let X* = [0, llx denote collection of all fuzzy sets of X. For a map a : X = 11;~1Xi -t Y = 11;~1Y; we define the conjugate a* : Y* -t X* of a by the formula
It is easy to see that 
is a (n+1)-dimensional *-fuzzy space. Thus, the category 1* is closed under the cross product. Therefore the theorem is proved. 
is a (n+1)-dimensional Chu morphism. That is, the following diagram commutes: Now we will show that F* preserves the composition. In fact, let
be objects in the category S*. Let <p= IT7=1 <Pi : a = IT7=1 ai -> a' = IT7=1 a: and <p' = IT7=1 <p~: = <pa <pa, <p a <p a
= F*(<p')F*(<p).
Consequently F* preserves the composition, and hence F* : S* -> 1* is a covariant functor.
The functor F* : S* -> 1* is called (n+l)-dimensional *-fuzzy functor.
